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Abstract  

Background:  The current gold standard of care for the  

majority of patients with severe aortic stenosis is aortic valve  

replacement (AVR). According to the most recent recommen-
dations from the European Society of Cardiology and the  

European Association of Cardio-Thoracic Surgery, biopros-
theses should be taken into consideration as the preferred  

course of treatment for patients over 65. Nonetheless, both  

mechanical and biological valve types are regarded as suitable  

choices for patients between the ages of 60 and 65. (recom-
mendation class Il-a).  

Aim of Study: This study aimed to systematically compare  
outcomes in elderly patients with surgically implanted me-

chanical versus biological aortic prosthesis.  

Patients and Methods:  A comprehensive literature search  
was performed using the following search engines, Ovid,  

Medline, Embase, Pubmed, Cochrane Central Register of  

Controlled Trials, Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews,  
American College of Physicians Journal Club, and Database  

of Abstracts of Review of Effectiveness from their dates of  
inception to 2022.  

Results:  A total of 4120 patients were analyzed in six  
articles. Mean age was similar in both groups of patients  

(61.1±4.3 vs 61.2±4.8 years) in bioprosthetic group and  
mechanical valve group, respectively. The occurrence of major  

bleeding was in favour of bioprothetic valve (less major  
bleeding) With an odds ratio of 0.73 odd and p<0.001. The  
occurrence of thrombo-embolic manifestation was in favour  
of bioprosthetic valve (less stroke) with protective effect by  

10%. The effect estimate of OR was 0.9. The need for re-
operation was in favor of mechanical group with an odds ratio  

of 3.11. The occurrence of mortality is mildly higher in  
bioprosthetic group compared to mechanical group with an  
odds ratio of 1.16.  

Conclusion:  Our analysis therefore supports the current  

practice of using BVs for patients who are 60 years of age or  
older, including renal patients on dialysis, even though longer-
term data are anticipated.  
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Introduction  

IT  is still controversial whether to replace the  

aortic valve using a biological or mechanical pros-
thesis in patients aged 50 to 70 years. While current  
guidelines recommend using a mechanical prosthe-
sis in individuals beyond the age of 60, the use of  

biological prostheses is increasing [1] .  

Each prosthetic type has its advantages and  
disadvantages that have been listed [2,3] . Long-
term durability has been regarded as a significant  
benefit for mechanical prostheses over biological  
prostheses. However, physicians and patients are  

frequently compelled to choose a biological pros-
thesis due to concerns regarding the possibility for  

bleeding and cerebrovascular complications asso-
ciated with long-term anti-coagulation. Biological  

prostheses, on the other hand, have a limited  
lifespan, particularly in young patients [4-9] . How-
ever, New biological prosthesis, appear to have a  

longer lifespan than traditional ones. As a result,  
earlier trial results are no longer valid [2,10,11] .  
Furthermore, re-operation does not appear to be  
associated with an increased morbidity and mor-
tality risk [12-15]  and trans-catheter valve-in-valve  

replacement could be a useful future re-operative  
choice [16,17] .  

According to the most recent recommendations  

from the European Society of Cardiology and the  

European Association of Cardio-Thoracic Surgery  

(ESC/EACTS), bio-prostheses should be considered  
as the preferred treatment option for patients over  

65. However, both mechanical and biological valve  

types are thought to be effective solutions for  
patients between the ages of 60 and 65 (recommen-
dation class Il-a). As a result, the decision should  
be based on a full analysis of other critical variables;  
[18]  difficult decision that the patient and surgeon  
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should make together. In this decision, prosthesis  

considerations include hemodynamics, thrombo-
genicity, durability, and re-operation risk, whereas  
patient concerns include life expectancy, lifestyle,  
chronic medical conditions as CKD and medication  
compliance [19] .  

Aim of the study:  

To provide the best available evidence, we  

present a meta-analysis of interventional studies  

published from 1990 till 2022 that compared out-
comes in elderly patients with surgically implanted  
mechanical versus biological aortic prosthesis.this  
study started from Jan. 2021 – Jan. 2022.  

Patients and Methods  

The type of the study is systematic review and  
meta-analysis.  

Selection criteria:  
-  Types of studies:  

Interventional studies (Randomized controlled  

clinical trials) and observational studies including  

the comparison of outcomes between surgically  

implanted mechanical versus biological aortic  
prosthesis were included in this systematic review  
and meta-analysis.  

-  Types of participants:  

Both genders were included in the review, the  

age of the patients is above 50 years with the  

maximum age is 70 years, publications limited to  
those involving human subjects only were included  
in this review, the study included patients with  

end-stage renal disease who are on regular renal  

dialysis.  

-  Types of outcome measures:  

The primary endpoint was long term survival,  

the secondary endpoints were rate of re-operation,  

major bleeding and stroke.  

-  Types of interventions:  

Eligible studies for this systematic review and  

meta-analysis were those that compared biological  
valves with Mechanical valves received by surgical  

AVR in patients aged less than 70 years. Studies  

that did not contain a comparative group, specify  

the age of patients, include actuarial survival rate,  

or include complications as endpoints were exclud-
ed. All publications are limited to those involving  
none human subjects, abstracts, case reports, con-
ference presentations, editorials, reviews, and  

expert opinions were excluded.  

Search strategy for identification of studies:  
Following the Preferred Reporting Items for  

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)  

guidelines, electronic searches were performed  

using Ovid, Medline, Embase, Pubmed, Cochrane  

Central Register of Controlled Trials, Cochrane  

Database of Systematic Reviews, American College  
of Physicians Journal Club, and Database of Ab-
stracts of Review of Effectiveness from their dates  

of inception to 2022.  

To achieve maximum sensitivity of the search  

strategy, we combined the terms “middle-age,”  

“elderly,” “younger,” “aortic valve replacement,”  
“biological,” “bioprosthetic,” “mechanical,”  

“valve,” or “prosthesis” as both text keywords and  
exploded MeSH headings where possible.  

The reference lists of all retrieved articles were  
reviewed for further identification of potentially  

relevant studies assessed using the inclusion and  

exclusion criteria.  

Data extraction:  

Numbers of patients who died after 10 years  
of aortic valve replacement were extracted. Num-
bers of patients who had post-operative bleeding,  

stroke or needed re-operation were extracted. All  
data were extracted from article texts, tables, and  

figures. Each article included in our analysis ac-
cording to a critical review checklist of the Dutch  

Cochrane center.  

Statistical methods:  

Data was revised for its completeness and con-
sistency. Data entry was done on Microsoft Excel  

workbook. The program used for building the meta-
analysis model is Review Manager (RevMan)  

[Computer program]. Version 5.4. The Cochrane  
Collaboration, 2020. The used models were tested  
by Random effect. The graphical presentation was  

extracted from Review manager 5.4.  

Results  

This meta-analysis included 6 published studies  

in cases without renal failure,total number of studies  

included in the analysis six studies that fitted the  

inclusion and exclusion criteria, the total number  

of included patients was 4120 patients, the mean  
age of patients in the total six studies 61.2±4.3  

years, the mean age of bioprosthetic patients is  
61.1±4.8 years while the mean age of mechanical  

valve patients 61.2±4.3 years with no significant  

difference statistically, the male gender were 2728  
patients (66.2%).  
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Major bleeding:  
Random effect mode:  

Studies Participants Statistical methods Effect estimate  

Major bleeding 6 4120 Odds Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.73 [0.63, 0.85]  

This table shows the results of meta-analysis  

on the occurrence of major bleeding is in favour  

of Bioprothetic valve (less major bleeding). With  
an odds ratio of 0.73 odds. Protection from bleeding  
during operation by 27%. The overall occurrence  
of major bleeding in bioprosthetic arm is 11.7%  

while the overall occurrence of major bleeding in  

mechanical arm is 15.6%. (Less occurrence of  
major bleeding among bioprosthetic valve arm).  
The test of heterogeneity is very low as the I 2  is  
10% (homogeneity) and the p-value of overall  
effect is highly significant. p<0.001.  

Stroke and thrombo-embolic manifestations:  

Random effect model:  

Table (2): The table showing stroke and thrombo-embolic manifestations results.  

Studies 
 

Participants Statistical methods Effect estimate  

Stroke or thrombo- embolic manifestations 6 4120 Odds Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 
 

0.9 [0.71, 1.14]  

 

The occurrence of thrombo-embolic manifesta-
tion is in favour of bioprosthetic valve (less stroke)  
with protective effect by 10% the effect estimate  

of OR is 0.9. The occurrence of overall stroke in  

bioprosthetic arm is 6.9% while the occurrence of  

stroke in mechanical valve arm is 7.6%. (Less  
stroke rate in bioprosthetic arm). The test of heter-
ogeneity shows no heterogeneity as the I 2  is 0%  
and the p-value of overall effect is not significant.  
p>0.05 not significant.  
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Re-operation:  
Random effect model:  

Table (3): The table showing re-operation results.  

 

Studies Participants Statistical methods Effect estimate  

Re-operation 6 4120 Odds Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 3.11 [2.40, 4.04]  

This table shows that the need for re-operation  

is in favor of mechanical group. With an odds ratio  
of 3.11. Cases in bioprosthesis intervention group  
have three times more risk of having reoperation  

compared to mechanical group. The overall rate  

of reoperation in prosthetic valve arm is 11.1%  

Mortality after 10 years:  
Random effect model:  

while the rate of operation in mechanical arm is  
3.8%. The difference is significant statistically  

(higher need for reoperation among bioprosthetic  

arm). The test of heterogeneity is high as I 2  value  
is 81% (heterogeneity) the overall effect is highly  
significant p<0.01.  

Table (4): The table showing mortality after 10 years results.  

 

Studies Participants Statistical methods Effect estimate  

Long term Mortality 6 4120 Odds Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 1.16 [1.01, 1.33]  

  

This table shows that the occurrence of mor-
tality is mildly higher in bioprosthetic group  

compared to mechanical group. With an odds  

ratio of 1.16. Occurrence of mortality in bio-
prosthetic arm is 34.9% while mortality in me-
chanical arm is 30.1%. (Insignificantly higher  

long term survival in patients with mechanical  
arm). The test of heterogeneity shows moderate  

heterogeneity.  

Cases with renal failure:  

The total number of studies that fitted the inclu-
sion criteria for patients with renal failure is two  

studies. The total number of patients in the studies  

803 patients with 542 patients with bioprosthetic  

valve replacement and 262 patients with mechanical  

valve replacement. The mean age of the patients in  

the studies were 67.2±6.8 years. The male patients  
410 patients (51% of the patients were males).  
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Major Bleeding in renal patients:  
Random effect model:  

Table (5): The table showing major bleeding results in renal patients.  

Studies Participants Statistical methods Effect estimate  

Bleeding in RF patients 2 803 Odds Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.82 [0.55, 1.23]  

This table shows that the occurrence of bleeding  

is in favor of bioprosthetic valves (less in bleed-
ing). With an odds ratio of 0.82. Protection from  

bleeding by 18%. Overall major bleeding occur-
rence in bioprosthetic arm is 14.9% while the major  

Stroke in renal failure patients:  
Random effect model:  

bleeding in mechanical arm is 18.3% (less major  
bleeding in bioprosthetic arm in cases with renal  

failure). The test of heterogeneity shows no heter-
ogeneity and the p-value of overall effect is not  
significant.  

Table (6): The table showing stroke in renal patients results.  

 

Studies Participants Statistical methods Effect estimate  

Stroke 2 803 Odds Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.63 [0.35, 1.14]  

  

This table shows that the occurrence of post  

operative AR is in favor of biprosthetic valve  
compared to mechanical valve with odds ratio  
0.63 (protective). Overall stroke occurrence in  

bioprosthetic arm is 5.2% while stroke in mechan- 

ical arm 7.6%. (Less occurrence of stroke among  
bioprosthetic arm in renal failure patients). The  

test of heterogeneity shows no heterogeneity and  

the p-value of overall effect is not significant  

p>0.05.  



Studies  Participants  Statistical methods  Effect estimate  

803 Odds Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI)  2  0.55 [0.16, 1.82]  Re-operation  

Studies  Participants  Statistical methods  Effect estimate  

2  803 Odds Ratio (M-H, Fixed, 95% CI)  Mortality in renal failure patients  0.87 [0.65, 1.18]  

Table (7): The table showing re-operation results in renal patients.  

This table shows that the occurrence of Reop-
eration in renal failure patients is in favor of bio-
prosthetic valve (less reoperation) with odds ratio  

of 0.55.Overall, the need for reoperation in bio-
prosthetic arm 1.1% while the need for reoperation  

Mortality in renal patients:  
Random effect model  

in mechanical arm 2%. (Less need for reoperation  

among bioprosthetic arm). The test of heterogeneity  

shows no heterogeneity and the p-value of overall  

effect is not significant p>0.05.  

Table (8): The table showing mortality results in renal patients.  
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Reoperation in renal failure patients:  
Random effect model:  

This table shows that the occurrence of mortality  

is in favor of bioprosthetic valve (less mortality)  

with odds ratio of 0.87. Higher survival in renal  
failure patients in bioprosthetic valve operation.  

Overall occurrence of mortality in bioprosthetic  

arm 37.3% while overall mortality in mechanical  

arm 40% (higher survival among bioprosthetic arm  
in cases with renal failure). The test of heterogeneity  
shows no heterogeneity 0% and the p-value of  
overall effect is not significant p>0.05.  
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Discussion  

The prognosis for patients with aortic valve  

disease has largely changed as a result of prosthetic  

valve replacement. The benefits and drawbacks of  

the two major groups of prostheses-MV and BV-
respectively are widely established. Anticoagulation  
therapy generally increases the risk of significant  
bleeding in patients with MVs, while structural  

valve deterioration generally increases the need  

for reoperation in patients with BVs. Due to many  
crucial factors, selecting the best aortic valve  

prosthesis for elderly individuals might be partic-
ularly difficult. This is a difficult choice that needs  

to be made with each patient individually due to  
the development of new prosthesis and surgical  

methods (such as VIV TAVI) as well as the ongoing  

reporting of long-term outcomes in comparison  
studies. The present systematic review and meta-
analysis included 6 studies encompassing 4120  

patients aged 50 to 70.  

There was insignificant difference in mortality  

between BV and MV for patients aged 50 to 70  
years favoring MV (OR 1.16). Because MVs are  

more durable, our meta-analysis discovered that  

they are much more resistant to structural valve  

deterioration. As a result, this analysis revealed  
that BVs had a significantly higher long-term risk  
of re-operation (OR 3.11).  

BV failure is mostly caused by tissue deterio-
ration, which manifests itself in the form of cusp  
calcification, cusp tears, perforation, stretching,  
thickening, stiffness, and prolapse. The predominant  

mode of SVD is calcification, which is brought on  
by the immunologic response, dystrophic calcifi-
cation, and chemical interactions between phos-
pholipids with aldehyde groups and circulating  
calcium ions.  

Re-operative patients are typically seen as  

having a higher risk of perioperative mortality and  

morbidity because of their older age, a possibly  

more comorbidities, and more complexity because  

of sternal re-entry and adhesions.  

Despite MVs being more durable than BVs,  
lifelong anticoagulation medication is necessary  
for them because of the increased risk of stroke  
and thromboembolic events. Our meta-analysis  
found significantly lower rates of major bleeding  

events with BVs (OR 0.73) and insignificant lower  

rates of stroke and thrombo-embolic manifestations  
(OR 0.9). However, other factors can affect the  

likelihood of severe bleeding and thrombosis. In  
anticoagulated MV patients, old age, CKD, liver  

cell failure, cancer and co-medication with anti- 

platelets agents and NSAIDS are linked to an  
increased incidence of major bleeding incidents.  

Although the Dabigatran Etexilate in Patients with  

Mechanical Heart Valves (RE-ALIGN) trial indi-
cated that Dabigatran in MV patients was linked  

to higher rates of thromboembolic and bleeding  

problems than warfarin, the impact of new oral  

anticoagulant use in MV patients is still largely  
understudied.  

According to Puvimanasinghe and colleagues'  
meta-analysis, a 65-year-old man's life expectancy  
following implantation with an MV or BV was  
10.4 or 7.7 years, respectively. A MV had a lifetime  
risk of 48% and a BV had a risk of 44% of expe-
riencing at least one valve-related incident [20] .  
These results suggested that the 65-year-old age  

recommendation for BV implantation might be  

decreased.  

Results from The Society of Thoracic Surgeons  
National Database further confirm this, showing  
a trend towards BVs in AVR patients (mean age,  

65.9 years), which rose from 43.6% to 78.4% of  

all prosthetic valve implantations between 1997  

and 2006 [21] . Our meta-analysis supports this  
trend for using BVs in elderly patients.  

The American Heart Association/American  

College of Cardiology recommendations stress the  
value of an informed patient decision when choos-
ing a prosthetic valve [22] . The presence of a MV  
in another position is the only Class I signal for  
MV placement. However, patient desire is a major  

factor in the majority of the remaining suggestions.  

Additional causes for BV placement in a patient  

of any age include lifestyle factors and a patient's  

reluctance to take warfarin (Class IIa).  

Rahimtoola and associates [23]  suggested low-
ering the age threshold for routine BV implantation  

from 65 to 60 years old after analyzing recent data  

on the advantages and disadvantages of prosthetic  

valve options. It was proposed that in elderly AVR  
patients, a BV should be strongly preferred over  

an MV if external variables prohibited good adher-
ence to anticoagulation guidelines. These include  
a history of drug addiction or noncompliance with  
drug therapy, as well as restricted patient access  

to monitoring or therapy due to financial, social,  

or geographic considerations.  

As regards renal patients, recent studies have  

suggested that given dialysis patients' short life  

expectancies and the risk of structural valve dete-
rioration with BV, BV should be given preference  
over MP in these patients [24-26] . In a meta-analysis,  
Phan and colleagues [28]  found that patients on  
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dialysis who received either MV or BV experienced  
comparable mid- to long-term survival. The BV  

group also had fewer bleeding (MP: 6.4%, BP:  

5.2%, p  0.04) and thromboembolism events (MP:  
12.8%, BP: 2.7%, p  0.020). These findings led to  
the European Society of Cardiology issuing rec-
ommendations favouring the use of BV over MV  
[28] . Nonetheless, there is concern about the rapid  
calcification of BV in dialysis patients [29] .  

Our findings support these studies by showing  

that the BV group had a decreased rate of embolic  

events with statistically insignificant lower rates  

of major bleeding and re-operation.  

The method of anticoagulation therapy for  

dialysis patients is also a topic of debate. We  
showed that compared to the BV group, the MV  
group was more likely to experience bleeding and  

embolic events. The unique characteristics of dial- 
ysis patients, various platelet and coagulation  

abnormalities, frequent heparin use, and accelerated  

vascular calcification [30]  may all contribute to the  
higher incidence of thromboembolic and major  
bleeding events in patients on dialysis with MV  

compared to the general population. Moreover,  
patients on dialysis who do not adhere to their  
anticoagulant medication may have subtherapeutic  

INR, which may be a factor in the high risk of  
embolic events. The use of BV may lessen the  

burden of anticoagulation and the significant risk  

of bleeding or thromboembolism in this patient  

population, which is important given that patients  
on dialysis with inadequate anticoagulation treat- 
ment have a higher risk for stroke or thromboem- 
bolic events [31] .  

Conclusion:  
While choosing a prosthesis type in the clinical  

practice for patients aged 50 to 70 years, a variety  

of considerations are taken into account, including  

the patient's choice. In this meta-analysis, there  

was no significant difference between the long- 
term mortality of the BV and MV groups. Major  
bleeding and anticoagulant-related events are more  

likely to occur in MVs than BVs, while reoperation  

is higher with BVs. Hence, although longer-term  

data are anticipated, this analysis supports the  

current practice of using BVs for patients who are  

60 years of age or older including renal patients  
on dialysis.  
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